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1 – Put an orange in some water . what 
happens ?  
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# Put an orange in some water . what …… ?  
a. happen  b. happens c. happened   d. happy  
================================== 
2 – If you put an orange into water , it 
floats on the water .  

 

# If you put an orange into water , it ……… 
on the water .  
a. sinks     b. float     c. leave      d. swim  
 ================================== 
3 – If you peel the orange and then put 
it into the water , the orange sinks to 
the bottom .  

# If you …………… the orange and then put 
it into the water , the orange sinks to the 
bottom .  
a. peel           b. pick      c. put         d. but 
================================== 

4 – The science experiment tells us 
that the orange peel has air in it .  

# The science …………. tells us that the 
orange peel has air in it .  
a. beads     b. experiment  c. home   d. class 
================================== 

5 – Now do a similar experiment with 
oil .  

# Now do a ………….experiment with oil .  
a. similar     b. same    c. some       d. come 
================================== 

6 – Oil is lighter than water , so it 
floats on water .  

# Oil is …than water , so it floats on water .  
a. lighter      b. light       c. big      d. bigger  
================================= 

   
 
 
 

 
7 – What happens if the air in the 
bottle becomes warm ?  



#   What happens if the air in the bottle 
becomes ………………. ?  
a. warm    b. wet    c. sad    d. happy 
================================= 

8 – When the air in the bottle becomes 
warm , the balloon fills up with air !  



# When the air in the bottle becomes warm , 
the balloon …………….. up with air !  
a. falls      b. fills     c. feels     d. fails 
================================= 

9 – When you heat air , the air moves 
around faster . this fills up the space in 
the bottle and pushes the air into the 
balloon .  



 

#  When you heat air , the air moves around 
faster . this fills up the space in the bottle 
and …………. the air into the balloon .  
a. pushes      b. pick     c. put       d. buy  
================================= 

10 - First , pour some water into a 
glass .  



#   First , ……….. some water into a glass .  
a. pick      b. pour      c. appear      d. get 
================================= 

11- When you add salt to water , it 
becomes heavier than water , so the 
egg doesn’t sink , it floats .  





# When you add salt to water , it ………… 
heavier than water , so the egg doesn’t sink 
, it floats .  
a. becomes    b. comes    c. put    d. beat 
================================= 
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 move to  

add .. to  

float on   

 talk about  

 look at   

 true for   

drop .. into  

form of 

sink in  

pour into  

push into  

fill up 

stay on  

fill … with 

ask about  

 
 
 

 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 – You can answer …….. this question .  
a. on        b. to       c. at         d. of 
2 – She filled the glass …….. water .  
a. on        b. to       c. with      d. of 
3 – Pour the water ............ the cup .  
a. on        b. in       c. at         d. Into  
4 – You can move the air ....... the bottle .  
a. on        b. in       c. at         d. to  
5 – The orange sank ........... the water .   
a. on        b. about     c. In      d. of 
6 – This bottle is filled ........... water .  
a. on        b. about    c. with    d. of 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 - Can you ( peel – drink – throw – eat ) 
the potatoes after washing them ? 
2 - Fire fighters ( added – poor – poured – 
drank ) water on the fire to stop it. 
( Eat – Stir – fill – Fill ) the bottle with 
water. 
3 - We add ( juice – ice – petrol – oil ) to 
the food when we cook. 
4 - Stones ( float – think – dive – sink – 
walk ) in water. 
5 - You can ( kill – fill – add – full ) the 
balloon with air. 
6 - Add sugar to your coffee and ( stir – pour 
– fill – eat ) it 
7 - ( Drink – Eat – Pour – Make ) the tea for 
your father. 
8 - Ice ( stirs – pours – heats – melts ) in the 
sun. 
9 - Put the food on the cooker to ( heat – 
hot – cool – pour ) it 
10 - The balloon is full of ( petrol – oil – 
water – rice ) so it flies high. 
 11 - We will give prizes to the first , the 
second and the ( three – four – five – third ) 

 
 
 
 
 

 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 - Put an orange in some water . what … ?  
a. happen  b. happens c. happened   d. happy  
2 - If you put an orange into water , it 
……… on the water .  
a. sinks     b. float     c. leave      d. swim  
3 -  If you …………… the orange and then 
put it into the water , the orange sinks to 
the bottom .  
a. peel           b. pick      c. put         d. but 
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4 -  The science …………. tells us that the 
orange peel has air in it .  
a. beads     b. experiment  c. home   d. class 
5 -  Now do a ………….experiment with oil .  
a. similar     b. same    c. some       d. come 
6 -  Oil is …than water , so it floats on 
water .  
a. lighter      b. light       c. big      d. bigger  
7 -    What happens if the air in the bottle 
becomes ………………. ?  
a. warm    b. wet    c. sad    d. happy 
8 -  When the air in the bottle becomes 
warm , the balloon …………….. up with air !  
a. falls      b. fills     c. feels     d. fails 
9 -   When you heat air , the air moves 
around faster . this fills up the space in the 
bottle and …………. the air into the balloon .  
a. pushes      b. pick     c. put       d. buy  
10    First , ……….. some water into a glass .  
a. pick      b. pour      c. appear      d. get 
11 -  When you add salt to water , it ………… 
heavier than water , so the egg doesn’t sink 
, it floats .  
a. becomes    b. comes    c. put    d. beat 
12 - If you ------------------- two and two you 
get four. 
a) peel      b)  stir      c)  add      d) divide 
13 - If you throw a stone in water , it --------
---------- to the bottom. 
a) floats    b)  sinks     c) dives        d) stays 
14 ---------------  I am tired , I go to bed . 
a)  If        b) Of         c) Off         d) By 
15 -Students go to the science lab to do ------ 
a) games  b) expire  c) expert  d)experiment 
16 - You should -------------------- your shoes 
before praying. 
a) move  b) remove  c) wear     d) peel 
17 - Would you like to have ---------------------
-juice or coca cola? 
a) meat   b) fish  c) orange    d) sugar 
 

 
18 - The balloon which is filled with hot ----- 
rises 
a) air     b)  oil   c) water    d) petrol 
19 - What happens if you -----------the orange 
and put it in water? 
a) eat   b) peel   c) drink    d) heat 
20 - If something has enough air in it , it --
sink. 
a)  does  b) don't  c) doesn't   d)didn't 
21-Throw the ------------- of  the oranges in 
the litter bin.  
a)  peel    b) juice  c)  taste        d) smell 
22 -Which is ------------------- , oil or water? 
 a)  heavy  b) light c) lighter   d) lighting 
23 - Why does oil ------------------- on water? 
a) floats   b) float  c)  floating  d) floated 
24  -You should write your name at the -----
----------- of the letter. 
a)  top     b) centre   c) bottom    d) middle 
 25  -Does plastic objects sink or ---------------
- in water?  
a)  dive    b) think   c)  float       d) hide 

 
 
 

 

If 

I go to bed .  I ‘m tired  If   

go  ‘m  

It rises high.  you heat air  If   

rises  heat  



 .. +   ?  What happens if / when + 

1–

2– 
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 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 - If something has enough air in it , it ----
sink. 
a)  does  b) don't  c) doesn't     d)didn't 
2 - If you -------- two and two you get four. 
a) peel   b)  stir    c)  add            d) divide 
3 - If you throw a stone in water , it ---------
- to the bottom. 
a) floats    b)  sinks    c) dives       d) stays 
4 - --------------  I am tired , I go to bed . 
a)  If        b) Of         c) Off         d) By 
5 – If You ……. A key into water , it sinks .  
a)  dropped   b) drop  c) dropping     d)drops 

 Correct the underlined –B 
 -: words  

1 - If you peel the orange , does it floats in 
water? 
2 – If ice becomes warm , we got water . 
3 - What happened if you feel ill ?  
  

 
 
 

student  and a Teacher  

Teacher : Today , we are going to ------------
----- a science experiment? 
Student: Are we going to the science ---------
------------ 
Teacher: Yes , everyone will do the 
experiment ----------------- himself. 
Student: Ok , I like doing ---------------------- 
 
 
 

1-  Ali: What do you know about Dr El-Baz? 
     Amr:-----------------------------------------------  
2- Donia:---------------------------------------------? 

Rowan: Put the oranges peel in the litter 
bin. 

 
 

 
 
 

Write four sentences about   
" The scientist  Farouk El-Baz " 

learnt – studied  - loved - helped 
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………

………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

experiment ……………………………………. 
happen ……………………………………. 
peel ……………………………………. 
then ……………………………………. 
bottom ……………………………………. 
enough ……………………………………. 
air ……………………………………. 
similar ……………………………………. 
oil ……………………………………. 
lighter ……………………………………. 

         Dr . farouk El Baz was born in  
          Zagazig , Egypt on 2th      
January 1938 . First he learned about 
science at school . Then he went to Ain 
Shamis university . After that , he 
studied science at a university in U.S.A  
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remove ……………………………………. 
outside ……………………………………. 
fruit ……………………………………. 
vegetable ……………………………………. 
liquid ……………………………………. 
become ……………………………………. 
fill ……………………………………. 

 

certain ……………………………………. 
action ……………………………………. 
result ……………………………………. 
ice ……………………………………. 
warm ……………………………………. 
melt ……………………………………. 
screen ……………………………………. 
dictionary ……………………………………. 
vinegar ……………………………………. 
certain ……………………………………. 
action ……………………………………. 
result ……………………………………. 
ice ……………………………………. 
warm ……………………………………. 
melt ……………………………………. 
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